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Developing a Phonological/Morphological Model to Predict the Gender of French Nouns
1. Introduction
French is a language with grammatical gender. Nouns are either masculine or feminine.
The gender of animate nouns generally matches natural gender: vache ‘cow’ is feminine while
taureau ‘bull’ is masculine. The gender of inanimate nouns, on the other hand, appears arbitrary.
For example, fleuve ‘river’ and fauteuil ‘armchair’ are masculine while the semantically similar
rivière ‘river’ and chaise ‘chair’ are feminine. If grammatical gender is entirely unpredictable,
French speakers confronted with unfamiliar nouns should not be able to correctly guess their
genders at better than chance levels. However, corpus studies have identified correlations
between the phonological endings of nouns and grammatical gender, and there is some
experimental evidence that these correlations enable French speakers to accurately guess the
gender of unknown nouns. This paper presents my efforts to construct a model that predicts the
gender of French nouns from their phonological endings. Given the role of derivational
morphology in determining the gender of French nouns, the models I build turn out to be both
phonological and morphological in nature.
In Section 2, I review some of the previous research on the predictability of French
gender and discuss morphology as a potential confound in any attempt to establish phonological
endings as reliable predictors of grammatical gender. In Section 3, I describe my methodology in
developing a phonological model to predict the gender of French nouns. In the subsequent
sections, I present and compare the three versions of my model. The first is a baseline model
taking into account only nouns’ final phonemes. The second supplements the first with additional
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predictors, and the third improves upon the second by reducing the number of predictors without
weakening the model’s predictive power. The discussion in Section 9 centers on how much
morphology and phonology are each contributing to the model’s predictiveness. I conclude by
outlining some possible directions for future research.
2. Predicting French Gender: Orthography, Phonology, and Morphology
Previous work on establishing the predictability of French nouns’ gender from their
endings has tended to focus on orthography, though studies have also considered the
predictiveness of phonological endings. Tucker (1967), using a corpus of 26,725 nouns drawn
from a French dictionary, determined that many orthographic endings are associated, more or
less strongly, with a particular gender (e.g. –illon correlates with masculine, -aie with feminine).
Lyster (2006), using a much smaller corpus of 9,961 nouns from a French children’s dictionary,
assembled a more extensive list of orthographic endings that are reliable indicators of gender.
Orthographic endings will naturally be better predictors of gender than phonological endings
because French orthography disambiguates many homophonous forms. To give an example from
Lyster, the phonological ending /-i/ is not particularly predictive of gender, but when divided into
the orthographic endings –ie and –i, both pronounced /-i/, the former is strongly associated with
feminine gender (as in scie ‘saw’) and the latter with masculine gender (as in défi ‘challenge’).
Tucker (1967) merged his homophonous orthographic endings and showed that some of
the resulting phonological endings, like /-ɛ/ from the merging of –aie and –ais, are highly
predictive of gender. However, he did not look at all nouns with a given phonological ending but
rather only at those that ended with the homophonous orthographic endings he had chosen. Thus
his calculation of the predictiveness of /-ɛ/ considered only words ending in –aie and –ais and
not those ending in other homophonous orthographic endings such as -et or –ait. Despite
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focusing on orthographic endings, Lyster (2006) did consider the predictiveness of final
phonemes and found that many final phonemes are predictive or even highly predictive of
grammatical gender.
In addition to establishing the existence of word ending-gender associations in the French
lexicon, studies have looked at whether French speakers can use these associations to predict the
gender of unfamiliar or nonce words. Some experiments involved a written task, testing how
speakers used orthographic endings, while others involved an oral task, testing how speakers
used phonological endings. Tucker (1967) tested Québécois schoolchildren’s ability to correctly
guess the gender of rare and invented nouns when these were presented to them in oral form or in
simultaneous written and oral form. For a given phonological or orthographic ending, the
proportion of novel words with that ending that the children guessed were masculine largely
matched the proportion of words in the lexicon with that ending that were masculine. In a study
using only written forms, Holmes and Dejean de la Bâtie (1999) found that both native French
speakers and foreign learners could assign the expected gender to nonce words with predictive
orthographic endings, though not to the extent that the predictiveness of the endings would lead
one to expect. For instance, even when all actual words with a particular orthographic ending
were feminine, subjects still sometimes guessed that a nonce word with that ending was
masculine.
Two experiments conducted orally came to different conclusions about children’s ability
to use phonological endings to guess the right gender of nonce words. Karmiloff-Smith (1979)
presented children with images of extraterrestrial-like creatures whose natural gender was clear
and identified them using nonce words with masculine- or feminine-associated phonological
endings (e.g. plichette (fem.), bicron (masc.)). She found that children decided on the gender of
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these nonce nouns based on their phonological endings, even when phonological ending and
natural gender cues conflicted (e.g. when a clearly male extraterrestrial was called a plichette).
On the other hand, Boloh and Ibernon (2013) conducted a similar experiment and found that
French children relied neither on phonological cues nor on natural gender cues but instead
defaulted to masculine when presented with nonce words.
So far, I have been using the term “phonological ending” to refer to sounds or sound
sequences at the end of a word. However, attributing sound-gender correlations to phonological
regularities and speakers’ success in wug tests to their knowledge of phonological patterns is
complicated by the role of morphology. This is because all French nouns with a given
derivational suffix have the same gender. For instance, any noun that ends with the diminutive –
ette /ɛt/ is feminine, and any noun that ends with the derivational suffix –age /aʒ/ ‘action/fact of’
is masculine. Most of the gender-correlated phonological endings in Tucker 1967 and all the
ones in Karmiloff-Smith 1979 are homophonous with derivational suffixes that unambiguously
reveal gender. So, for instance, when Karmiloff-Smith notes that children accurately classify the
nonce word plichette /pliʃɛt/ as feminine, it may be that they have internalized the fact that nouns
ending in /ɛt/ tend to be feminine or that they have learned that any noun ending in the suffix /-ɛt/
is feminine. To give another example, when Tucker points out that all nouns ending in /asjɔ̃/ are
feminine, it is fairly clear that this is because all these nouns end in the feminine-assigning
derivational suffix –ation and not because of a phonological regularity. The role of derivational
suffixes is a topic I will return to as I present my models predicting the gender of French nouns.
3. Methodology
To build a model that predicts the gender of French nouns from their phonological
endings, I began by assembling a noun corpus. My source was New (2006)’s Lexique 3.8, a
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French lexical database incorporating a 20th century literary texts corpus and a film subtitles
corpus (New and Pallier). From Lexique 3.8, I extracted the 25,244 singular nouns with non-zero
lemma frequencies in the film subtitle corpus. I imposed this lemma frequency requirement for
inclusion in order to eliminate the rarest nouns from my corpus. In this way, I hoped to base my
model on those nouns that an adult native speaker of French might plausibly know. Of the
abovementioned 25,244 nouns, 1,283 were not coded for gender in Lexique 3.8 because they
could be either masculine or feminine based on their spelling. What constitutes an entry in
Lexique 3.8 is determined by orthography, so homographs are included only once. The 1,238
gender-ambiguous nouns were of two types: nouns that refer to human beings and take on the
gender of the referent’s natural gender (e.g. enfant ‘child’ is masculine when it designates a boy
and feminine when it designates a girl) and homographic noun pairs in which the masculine noun
has one meaning and the feminine noun a different meaning (e.g. masculine livre is ‘book’ and
feminine livre is ‘pound’). I entered each gender-ambiguous noun into my corpus a second time,
coding one instance masculine and the other feminine. This brought the total number of nouns in
my corpus to 26,527 (25,244 + 1,283), including 15,181 masculine nouns (13,898 + 1,283) and
11,346 feminine nouns (10,063 + 1,283). My corpus was thus close to the same size as Tucker
(1967)’s and much larger than Lyster (2006)’s.
The models I developed to predict the gender of French nouns are logistic regressions.
The binary dependent variable is gender, with feminine represented by 1 and masculine
represented by 0. The predictors are phonological endings. These endings may be a particular
final phoneme, like /z/; a final phoneme sequence, like /ɛt/; or a set of final phoneme sequences
⎡+syll⎤
defined by natural classes, like /⎢+nas ⎥ C/. The predictors are also binary; if a noun in the corpus
⎣
⎦
has a given ending, it receives a 1 on that predictor, and if it doesn’t, it receives a 0.
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I adapted Bruce Hayes’ English Phonology Search to my French noun corpus and used it
to search the corpus for the phonological endings. Phonology Search generated a table giving the
value (1 or 0) of each noun on each predictor. This table became the input file to R. I used R to
fit a logistic regression to the data. The logistic regression gives a weight (in Maximum Entropy
terms) to each predictor. A positive weight means a predictor is associated with feminine gender
while a negative weight means a predictor is associated with masculine gender. The logistic
regression also gives each noun a predicted value between 0 (masculine) and 1 (feminine). The
higher a noun’s predicted value, the more strongly the model predicts that noun to be feminine.
Having outlined my methodology, I now present the models I constructed.
4. Model 1: Final Phoneme
Model 1 predicts the gender of French nouns based solely on their final phonemes. I
made this model as a baseline to build up from. Additionally, given that Lyster (2006) found that
many final phonemes are strongly correlated with a particular gender, I expected this model to
have at least some predictive power.
Lexique 3.8 lists 38 phonemes for French (including elidable schwa and non-elidable
schwa), but Model 1 has only 34 predictors because the phonemes /œ/, non-elidable schwa, /ɥ/,
and /x/ never occur word-finally. Since word-final schwas are always elidable schwas, I label the
predictor corresponding to this final phoneme simply as /əә/.
The R-generated weights for the predictors in Model 1 are given in Table 1, with their pvalues. The p-values of predictors that are significant at the 0.05 level are bolded.
Table 1
Final Phoneme Weight p-value
(Intercept)
-0.69
0.053
/a/
-0.292
0.421
/i/
1.357
0
/y/
-0.166
0.666
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/u/
/o/
/ɔ/
/e/
/ɛ/
/əә/
/ø/
/ɛ͜/̃
/œ̃ /
/ɑ̃/
/ɔ̃/
/j/
/w/
/p/
/b/
/t/
/d/
/k/
/g/
/f/
/v/
/s/
/z/
/ʃ/
/ʒ/
/m/
/n/
/ɲ/
/l/
/ʀ/
/ŋ/

-1.32
-1.36
-0.865
0.688
-1.66
0.23
-2.178
-2.831
-1.635
-3.455
1.623
1.097
-1.273
0.363
0.185
1.153
1.297
0.258
0.533
-0.626
1.723
1.336
3.097
1.097
-1.592
-1.148
1.482
1.41
0.264
-0.355
-3.003

0.002
0
0.613
0.055
0
0.793
0
0
0.067
0
0
0.003
0.419
0.334
0.64
0.001
0
0.477
0.154
0.101
0
0
0
0.003
0
0.002
0
0.002
0.464
0.32
0

As can be seen in Table 1, 20 out of the 34 final phoneme predictors are significant.
The predicted value G (for gender) of a French noun x in Model 1 is given by the
following equation, where w is the weight of the ith predictor, and Pi(x) is the value of noun x on
the ith predictor:
G 𝑥    =   

1
1 +    𝑒 !(!!.!"!  

!"
!  !! !! !! (!))
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The intercept -0.69 (also shown in Table 1) represents a default inclination to be masculine,
before any predictors are taken into account. Note that in Model 1, each noun has only one
predictor on which it has a value of 1 because each noun has only one final phoneme. All nouns
with the same final phoneme thus have the same predicted value G.
In Model 1, the average predicted value of feminine nouns is 0.572, and the average
predicted value of masculine nouns is 0.320. The model does seem to distinguish between the
two genders. I consider a noun to be predicted feminine when G ≥ 0.5 and to be predicted
masculine when G < 0.5. By these criteria, Model 1 predicts 7,397, or 65.2%, of feminine nouns
to be feminine and 11,738, or 77.3%, of masculine nouns to be masculine. The model appears to
do better than chance in assigning the correct gender to French nouns, though it is less successful
with feminine nouns than with masculine nouns. The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) for
Model 1 is 28,657. The AIC is a measure that can be used to compare the relative goodness of
different models. I will return to this figure when I compare Model 1 with my other models.
Finally, Model 1 has a log-likelihood of -14,293.26. Once I have presented a second model, I
will use this figure to do a Likelihood Ratio Test comparing the two models.
Figure 1 gives a visual representation of Model 1’s predictions. Feminine and masculine
nouns are plotted separately in descending order of predicted value. Across the board, a value of
1 represents feminine and a value of 0 masculine, so the regions a good model should maximize
are the region below the feminine curve and the region above the masculine curve.
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Figure 1
Eyeballing the curves, we can see that Model 1 is doing what we would like: feminine nouns
tend to have higher predicted values while masculine nouns tend to have lower predicted values.
Before concluding my presentation of Model 1, I will make a few observations about the
final phoneme predictors. With a coefficient of -3.455, the predictor /ɑ̃/ has the strongest weight
(i.e. the weight with the greatest absolute value). It is a masculine-associated predictor, and it
owes its strong weight to the influence of the many nouns ending in the masculine derivational
suffixes –ment ‘action of’ and -ant ‘man who does’. It also has the right gender association for
such monomorphemic words as temps ‘time’, vent ‘wind’, sang ‘blood’, and volcan ‘volcano’,
all of which end in the phoneme /ɑ̃/ and are masculine.
The predictor with the second strongest weight, at 3.097, is /z/, and it is feminineassociated. Here again, there is strong influence from feminine derivational suffixes, including –
euse ‘woman who does’, -ose ‘state/condition of’, and -aise ‘female native of’. Many
monomorphemic words ending in /z/ are feminine as well, such as crise ‘crisis’, fraise
‘strawberry’, ruse ‘cunning’, and pause ‘pause, break’.
Another predictor with a fairly strong weight is /v/, at 1.723. Like /z/, it is also feminineassociated, but unlike /z/ and /ɑ̃/, its weight seems less a product of an overwhelming number of
words with the same few derivational suffixes. There are feminine derivational suffixes ending in
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/v/, like –ive (as in initiative ‘initiative’) and –ive (counterpart of masculine –if, as in juive
‘female Jew’), but nouns ending in these suffixes constitute a smaller portion of all nouns ending
in /v/ relative to nouns ending in –ment and –ant for /ɑ̃/ or –euse, -ose, and –aise for /z/.
Meanwhile, there are many monomorphemic words ending in /v/ that are feminine. Some of
these include rive ‘riverbank’, ogive ‘rib’, fève ‘bean’, and cuve ‘cistern’.
I recognize that the preceding discussion is more impressionistic than rigorous. It would
be desirable, for example, to count exactly how many nouns with the final phoneme /ɑ̃/ end in
derivational suffixes whose last sound is /ɑ̃/ and how many are monomorphemic. Obtaining such
figures would be a step toward quantifying the respective roles of derivational morphemes and
plain phonological endings in determining the predictors’ weights. Unfortunately, the nouns in
Lexique 3.8 are only partially coded for number of morphemes, making it impossible to
accurately search my corpus for monomorphemic or polymorphemic nouns. Thus my
observations in this paper are based on scanning the data for general trends.
As a last remark before moving on to Model 2, I note that the final phoneme predictors
with the weakest weights in Model 1 are /y/, /b/, /əә/, /k/, /l/, and /a/.
5. Model 2: Supplemented Final Phoneme
To create Model 2, I added 28 additional predictors to the 34 final phoneme predictors of
Model 1. Some of these supplementary predictors were inspired by Lyster 2006. I looked for
possible phonological patterns in the lists of predictive orthographic endings he provided. The
rest of the supplementary predictors I invented myself based on my own hunches about
correlations between nouns’ phonological endings and their gender.
All 62 predictors and their R-generated weights and p-values are presented in Table 2:
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Word Ending Weight
(Intercept)
-0.889
/a/
0.412
/i/
2.062
/y/
0.534
/u/
-0.624
/o/
-0.675
/ɔ/
-0.595
/e/
1.955
/ɛ/
-0.958
elidable /əә/
0.814
/ø/
-1.48
/ɛ͜/̃
-0.97
/œ̃ /
-0.082
/ɑ̃/
-1.649
/ɔ̃/
5.186
/j/
0.427
/w/

-1.47

/p/
/b/
/t/
/d/
/k/
/g/
/f/
/v/
/s/
/z/
/ʃ/
/ʒ/
/m/
/n/

-0.061
-0.286
0.471
0.581
-0.13
0.04
-1.024
1.506
0.362
2.889
0.661
-0.065
-1.625
0.287

Table 2
p-value Word Ending Weight p-value
0.563 /ɲ/
0.91
0.075
0.513 /l/
-0.21
0.63
0.001 /ʀ/
-0.738
0.093
0.405 /ŋ/
-3.409
0
0.345 /zɔ̃/
4.244
0
0.287 /[+cons] ɔ̃/
-6.115
0
0.743 /Ṽs/
1.972
0
0.002 /ṼC/
1.113
0
0.137 /ɛʒ/
0.215
0.689
0.41 /aʒ/
-3.488
0
0.035 /œʀ/
-1.44
0
0.366 /ij/
1.936
0
0.947 /ɛl/
-0.425
0.008
0.128 /ɛt/
0.957
0
0 /ɛ[+cons] /
1.144
0
0.344 /ɛ[-son] /
-0.756
0.521
⎡-son ⎤
0.348 /ɛ⎢⎣-voice⎥⎦ /
0.278
0.814
⎡-son ⎤
0.892 /ɛ⎢⎣+voice⎥⎦ /
-1.15
0.332
0.54 /no/
0.206
0.558
0.279 /in/
2.359
0
0.19 /uʀ/
-0.664
0.053
0.767 /yʀ/
2.988
0
0.928 /aʀ/
-0.831
0
0.024 /ɔʀ/
-1.033
0
0.001 /Ṽ/
-1.279
0.275
0.408 /[+cons] Ṽ/
0.185
0.657
0 /ad/
1.436
0
0.14 /je/
-3.07
0
0.889 /yt/
0.023
0.944
0 /ut/
0.142
0.643
0.513 /V/
-0.505
0.742
/C/
0.505
0.742

Of the 62 predictors, 25 are significant at the 0.05 level.
The predicted value G of a noun x in Model 2 is given by the following equation:
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G 𝑥    =   

1
1 +    𝑒 !(!!.!!"!  

!"
!  !! !! !! (!))

Unlike in Model 1, nouns in Model 2 may have a value of 1 on more than one predictor, since
every one of the new predictors overlaps with at least one final phoneme predictor. For instance,
any noun that has a value of 1 on the new predictor /aʒ/ also has a value of 1 on the final
phoneme predictor /ʒ/. While in Model 1 there were only as many possible predicted values G as
there were predictors (i.e. 34), there is a greater variety of predicted values G in Model 2.
In Model 2, the average predicted value of feminine nouns is 0.647, and the average
predicted value of masculine nouns is 0.264. Model 2 predicts 8,740, or 77.0%, of feminine
nouns to be feminine and 11,585, or 76.3%, of masculine nouns to be masculine. Finally, Model
2’s AIC is 24,397, and its log-likelihood is -12,135.41. I will discuss these figures in detail when
I compare Model 2 with Model 1, but it already looks like Model 2 has improved upon Model 1.
Figure 2 plots Model 2’s predictions for feminine and masculine nouns in the same way
that Figure 1 did for Model 1.

Figure 2
The curves in Figure 2 appear more bowed than those in Figure 1. That is, the good regions,
specifically, the region under the feminine curve and the region above the masculine curve, have
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both expanded, indicating that Model 2 is doing better than Model 1 at accurately predicting the
gender of French nouns.
The three predictors with the strongest weights in Model 2 are /[+cons] ɔ̃/ (-6.115), /ɔ̃/
(5.186), and /zɔ/̃ (4.244). /[+cons] ɔ/̃ is a masculine-associated predictor while /ɔ/̃ and /zɔ/̃ are
feminine-associated predictors. Notice that these predictors overlap and can be ordered in a
subset relation from most specific to most general. The nouns that have a value of 1 on the
predictor /zɔ̃/ are a subset of the nouns that have a value of 1 on the predictor /[+cons] ɔ̃/. These
nouns are in turn a subset of the nouns that have a value of 1 on the predictor /ɔ/̃ .
As with the Model 1 predictors I highlighted in the previous section, the weights of these
predictors reveal the influence of derivational suffixes. The strongly feminine-inclined weight of
/ɔ̃/, the most general of the three predictors, is driven by the huge number of nouns ending in the
feminine suffix –(a)tion /(a)sjɔ̃/ ‘action of’ (as in arrestation ‘arrest’). These feminine nouns are
excluded from the set of nouns receiving a 1 on the more specific predictor /[+cons] ɔ/̃ , though,
because the penultimate phoneme in –(a)tion /(a)sjɔ/̃ is the glide /j/, which is not [+cons]. The set
of nouns ending in /[+cons] ɔ̃/ is close to being the set of nouns ending in /ɔ̃/ minus the nouns
with the derivational suffix –(a)tion, since it is rare for a noun to end in /V ɔ/̃ and there are no
nouns in the corpus ending in /wɔ/̃ . Thus the strongly masculine-inclined weight of the predictor
/[+cons] ɔ̃/ can be seen to reveal the gender association of the final phoneme /ɔ̃/ when words
ending in–(a)tion have been taken out of the picture. That said, the weight of /[+cons] ɔ/̃ is also
influenced by derivational morphology. Many of the words with this phonological ending have
the masculine diminutive suffix –on /ɔ/̃ , which generally follows a [+cons] sound because of the
kinds of stems it attaches to. Examples of nouns with this suffix are jupon ‘petticoat’, lardon ‘bit
of bacon’, and ourson ‘bear cub’.
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The point that emerges from all this is that the final phoneme predictor /ɔ/̃ covers nouns
ending in both masculine and feminine derivational suffixes. When all these nouns are lumped
together under the general predictor /ɔ/̃ , the predominance of nouns ending in –(a)tion results in a
feminine-inclined weight, but when these nouns are eliminated from consideration under the
more restricted predictor /[+cons] ɔ̃/, nouns ending in the suffix –on can exert their influence,
and the result is a masculine-inclined weight.
Nouns ending in /zɔ/̃ are a subset not only of nouns ending in /ɔ/̃ but also of nouns ending
in /[+cons] ɔ̃/. It is the most specific of the three strongest predictors in Model 2. While the
intermediate predictor /[+cons] ɔ/̃ leaned masculine, /zɔ/̃ , like the general /ɔ/̃ , is again feminineinclined. I attribute this to the prevalence of the feminine derivational suffix –aison /ezɔ/̃ ‘fact of’
among nouns ending in /zɔ/̃ . Floraison ‘flowering’ and pendaison ‘hanging’ are two nouns
featuring this suffix. It is also worth noting that the monomorphemic nouns maison ‘house’,
raison ‘reason’, and saison ‘season’ are also feminine, though their –aison endings just happen
to be homophonic and homographic with the derivational suffix –aison.
In sum, it is possible to capture increasingly fine-grained correlations between
phonological endings and grammatical gender, but at every level the influence of derivational
suffixes is felt.
6. Comparing Model 1 and Model 2
In Model 2, the average predicted value G for feminine nouns is higher than in Model 1
(0.647 versus 0.572). For masculine nouns, the average predicted value G is lower in Model 2
than in Model 1 (0.264 versus 0.324). On this raw measure, Model 2 has improved upon Model
1, since we want high predicted values for feminine nouns and low ones for masculine nouns.
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Compared to Model 1, Model 2 is also doing much better at predicting feminine nouns to
be feminine. It predicts gender correctly for 77.0% of feminine nouns while Model 1 only did so
for 65.2% of feminine nouns. On the other hand, Model 2 actually predicts slightly fewer
masculine nouns to be masculine than Model 1 does (76.3% versus 77.3%). I am not sure why
this might be. Notice that Model 2’s improvement in assigning the right gender to feminine
nouns means that it does equally well at predicting the right gender for masculine and feminine
nouns, whereas Model 1 did quite a bit better with masculine nouns than with feminine nouns.
I now compare Models 1 and 2 using their AICs. Given two different models for the
same data, the one with the lower AIC is considered better. The AIC takes into account both the
likelihood of a model and the number of predictors a model has. Increasing the likelihood of a
model lowers the AIC, but adding predictors raises the AIC. That is, the AIC has a built-in
penalty for adding predictors to a model that can only be overcome by sufficient improvement in
likelihood. Model 1’s AIC is 28,657, and Model 2’s AIC is 24,397, so by this criterion, Model 2
is the better model by a wide margin. The penalty imposed for introducing many new predictors
in Model 2 is far outweighed by the increase in likelihood.
Since the predictors of Model 2 are a superset of the predictors of Model 1, we can also
do a Likelihood Ratio Test to confirm that the additional predictors in Model 2 are worthwhile.
The log-likelihood of Model 1 is -14,293.26, and the log-likelihood of Model 2 is -12,135.41.
The test statistic D for the Likelihood Ratio Test is twice the difference in the models’ loglikelihoods: D = 2((-12,135.41) – (-14,293.26)) = 4,315.7. The value of the chi distribution with
28 degrees of freedom (for the 28 predictors in Model 2 that were not in Model 1) is 0. This 0
represents the probability that Model 2’s improved predictiveness over Model 1 is due to chance.
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Thus we can be confident that Model 2’s additional predictors are crucial to its greater predictive
power and that Model 2 does represent an improvement over Model 1.
7. Model 3: Pruned Model
While Model 2 is better at predicting the gender of French nouns than Model 1, it
contains many predictors that are not significant at the 0.05 level. Consequently, I set out to
develop a third model from Model 2. My goal was to whittle down the number of predictors
without significantly reducing the model’s predictive power. I proceeded in steps, repeatedly
removing the least significant predictor(s) from the model and fitting a new model to the data
with the reduced predictor set. I continued in this manner until I had optimized (that is,
minimized) the AIC. The model with the optimal AIC is Model 3, the Pruned Model. In the end,
I eliminated 19 predictors from Model 2 to arrive at Model 3. The 43 predictors of Model 3 are
listed below with their R-generated weights:
Word Ending Weight
(Intercept)
-0.529
/a/
-0.452
/i/
1.196
/y/
-0.325
/u/
-1.48
/o/
-1.521
/e/
1.09
/ɛ/
-1.821
/ø/
-2.338
/ɑ̃/
-0.669
/ɔ̃/
5.998
/j/
0.57
/t/
0.617
/d/
/f/
/v/
/s/

0.718
-0.881
1.641
0.505

Table 3
p-value Word Ending Weight p-value
0 /ʀ/
-0.594
0
0 /ŋ/
-3.264
0
0 /zɔ̃/
4.243
0
0.038 /[+cons] ɔ̃/
-5.929
0
0 /Ṽs/
1.946
0
0 /ṼC/
1.14
0
0 /aʒ/
-3.408
0
0 /œʀ/
-1.439
0
0 /ij/
1.937
0
0.032 /ɛl/
-0.492
0.001
0 /ɛt/
0.95
0
0 /ɛ[+cons] /
1.145
0
0 /ɛ[-son] /
-0.472
0.004
⎡-son ⎤
0 /ɛ⎢⎣+voice⎥⎦ /
-1.372
0
0 /in/
2.359
0
0 /uʀ/
-0.663
0.053
0 /yʀ/
2.989
0
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/z/
/ʃ/
/m/
/n/
/ɲ/

3.023
0.803
-1.48
0.431
1.051

0
0
0
0
0

/aʀ/
/ɔʀ/
/Ṽ/
/ad/
/je/

-0.83
-1.032
-2.956
1.443
-3.071

0
0
0
0
0

Of the 43 predictors in Model 3, 42 are significant at the 0.05 level. This is the predictor set that
yields the lowest AIC. As I removed non-significant predictors from Model 2, the AIC continued
to creep downward until it reached its lowest value with these 43 predictors. When I removed the
one non-significant predictor in Model 3, /uʀ/, the resulting model had a slightly higher AIC than
Model 3, so I kept the predictor /uʀ/. Note that /uʀ/’s p-value of 0.053 is not much greater than
0.05, so although it is non-significant, it is not wildly so.
In Model 3, the predicted value G of a French noun x is given by the following equation:
G 𝑥    =   

1
1 +    𝑒 !(!!.!"#!  

!"
!  !! !! !! (!))

The average predicted value of feminine nouns in this model is 0.647, and the average predicted
value of masculine nouns is 0.264. These are the same average predicted values for feminine and
masculine nouns as in Model 2. Model 3 predicts 8,740, or 77.0%, of feminine nouns to be
feminine, exactly as Model 2 does. Compared with Model 2, Model 3 predicts two fewer
masculine nouns to be masculine (11,583 versus 11,585), but the difference is negligible, and the
percentage of masculine nouns for which Models 2 and 3 predict the right gender is the same
(76.3%). On all these figures, the two models are virtually identical. Essentially, Model 3 gets
the same results as Model 2 with fewer predictors. Model 3’s AIC is 24,367, slightly lower than
Model 2’s, and its log-likelihood is -12,139.60, also slightly lower (more negative) than Model
2’s. I will use these measures to compare Model 3 with my earlier models.
8. Comparing Model 3 with Models 1 and 2
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I have now presented the three different models I built to predict the gender of French
nouns. Model 1 was based only on final phonemes. Model 2 added additional predictors beyond
final phonemes to Model 1, and Model 3 pruned non-significant predictors from Model 2.
In Section 6, I compared Models 1 and 2 and showed that Model 2 was a great
improvement over Model 1. Since Model 3 has the same predictive power as Model 2, it follows
that Model 3 is also much better than Model 1. Because Model 3 lacks some of the final
phoneme predictors from Model 1, Models 3 and 1 are not nested models, and I cannot use a
Likelihood Ratio Test to compare them. However, the AIC can be used to compare non-nested
models. Model 3’s AIC of 24,367 is much lower than Model 1’s AIC of 28,657, showing that
Model 3 is indeed better than Model 1. Model 3’s AIC is also lower than Model 2’s AIC of
24,397. This lower AIC means that Model 3’s slight decrease in log-likelihood (corresponding to
a decrease in likelihood) with respect to Model 2 is more than offset by a welcome reduction in
the number of predictors. Since Model 3 has the lowest AIC of Models 1, 2, and 3, it is the best
of the three models.
Unlike Models 1 and 3, Models 2 and 3 are nested, so it is possible to do a Likelihood
Ratio Test on them. Model 2 has a log-likelihood of -12,135.41, and Model 3 has a loglikelihood of -12,139.60. The test statistic D = 2((-12,135.41) – (-12,139.60)) = 8.38. The value
of the chi distribution with 19 degrees of freedom (for the 19 predictors in Model 2 that have
been removed in Model 3) is 0.982. This value is not significant. The probability that the greater
predictive power of Model 2 over Model 3 is due to chance is very high. This is not surprising,
given that Model 2’s superior predictiveness is so slight as to be almost imperceptible by
measures like the average predicted value for masculine and feminine nouns and the percentage
of nouns whose gender is correctly predicted. The Likelihood Ratio Test shows that the extra
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predictors in Model 2 are not improving the model enough to justify their inclusion, so we
should prefer the more economical Model 3.
9. A Phonological/Morphological Model
With Models 1, 2, and 3, I have shown that it is possible to develop a model that predicts
the grammatical gender of French nouns from their phonological endings with moderate success.
As I have already discussed, though, the reliability of many of these “phonological” predictors
appears to be due to the fixed gender of the many derivational suffixes of French. In this section,
I delve a bit more into this issue.
Some of the phonological endings used as predictors in Model 3 are actually coextensive
with the phonological forms of derivational suffixes. For example, the ending /ɛt/ is exactly the
phonological value of the feminine diminutive suffix –ette /ɛt/. Similarly, the ending /aʒ/
perfectly overlaps with the masculine derivational suffix –age /aʒ/ ‘action/fact of’. A more
interesting case is the ending /œʀ/, which is the phonological value of at least two homophonous
derivational suffixes. One, –eur /œʀ/ ‘man who does’, is masculine, while the other, –eur /œʀ/
‘quality of being’, is feminine. Nouns ending in the masculine –eur are more prevalent, so the
predictor /œʀ/ is masculine-associated. However, if a model, or a French speaker, could identify
the /œʀ/ ending of a novel noun as a derivational suffix and could further guess which of the
homophonous derivational suffixes this particular instance of /œʀ/ was, the model, or the
speaker, would have a much better chance of choosing the correct gender for the noun.
In other cases, a phonological ending used as a predictor is not itself homophonous with a
derivational suffix, but a large share of the nouns with the ending have a particular suffix. For
instance, the masculine derivational suffix –isme /ism/ ‘-ism’ ends in /m/, and nouns bearing this
suffix make up a considerable proportion of the nouns in the corpus with the final phoneme /m/.
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It seems likely that the masculine association of the predictor /m/ is in large part due to the
influence of all the nouns ending in –isme. Similarly, the feminine derivational suffix –ité /ite/ ‘ity’ ends in /e/, and many of the nouns in the corpus with the final phoneme /e/ have this suffix.
It is possible that the suffix –ité partly explains why the predictor /e/ is feminine-associated.
Given all this, it seems clear that the models I have developed should be considered
phonological/morphological models and not purely phonological models. It even looks as though
morphological cues are more important to predicting gender than phonological cues. The
question, then, is how useful phonology is for predicting gender once morphology has been
controlled for. That is, how much of the predictability of French gender can be attributed to
phonological regularities beyond those linked to derivational suffixes? Answering this question
is beyond the scope of this paper, but I offer some preliminary remarks.
Some predictors that look essentially morphological rather than phonological
nevertheless seem to help predict the right gender for monomorphemic nouns. Lyster (2006)
noted this effect in orthography. That the orthographic ending –ette is a reliable predictor of
feminine gender is clearly due to the fact that –ette is a feminine derivational suffix. However,
knowing that the orthographic ending –ette is feminine-associated would also help one guess that
the monomorphemic noun dette ‘debt’ is feminine even though, in this word, the ending –ette is
not the diminutive suffix. I observe the same effect in my corpus, but in phonology, not
orthography. The phonological form of the diminutive –ette is /ɛt/. The reason /ɛt/ is such a good
predictor of feminine gender seems to be because of the derivational suffix, but the feminine
association of the phonological ending /ɛt/ also predicts the correct gender for many
monomorphemic words such as tête /tɛt/ ‘head’, bête /bɛt/ ‘beast’, and traite /tʀɛt/ ‘trade’.
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Consider another predictor from Model 3, /aʀ/. There are several masculine derivational
suffixes that end in /aʀ/, including –ard /aʀ/ (as in pleurnichard ‘male whiner’, from pleurnicher
‘to whine’), -oir /waʀ/ (as in tiroir ‘drawer’, from tirer ‘to pull’), and –oire /waʀ/ ‘-ory’. The
masculine-inclined weight of the predictor /aʀ/ may be mostly due to the influence of words
ending in these suffixes. However, it also helps correctly predict that many monomorphemic
nouns, including fard /faʀ/ ‘make-up’, renard /rəәnaʀ/‘fox’, and soir /swaʀ/ ‘evening’, are
masculine.
A predictor that provides stronger evidence that phonology may play a role beyond
morphology in the predictability of French gender is /uʀ/. Incidentally, this is the one nonsignificant predictor in Model 3. As far as I am aware, the phonological ending /uʀ/ does not
overlap with any productive derivational suffix of modern French. Nevertheless, 61 out of the 71
nouns in my corpus ending in /uʀ/ are masculine. These nouns include amour /amuʀ/ ‘love’,
tambour /tɑ̃buʀ/ ‘drum’, and discours /diskuʀ/ ‘speech’, all of which are monomorphemic.
Though the predictor /uʀ/ only applies to a very small set of nouns, its strong association with
masculine gender in the absence of any derivational suffixes suggests phonology does provide
some information about gender beyond what morphology supplies.
10. Conclusion and Future Directions
In this paper, I have presented three logistic regression models that predict the gender of
French nouns from their final sound sequences. Model 1 shows that final phonemes alone have
some usefulness as predictors of grammatical gender, but models incorporating additional
predictors consisting of sequences of phonemes or natural classes have greater predictive power
than a simple final phoneme model. While the predictors in my models are all phonological
endings, these endings overlap with derivational suffixes, which have fixed gender and assign
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their gender to the nouns to which they are suffixed. This means that my models are in fact
phonological/morphological. The predictiveness of my models demonstrates that, in principle,
French speakers could deploy a combination of morphological and phonological knowledge to
predict the gender of novel nouns encountered in spoken form. Whether and to what extent
speakers actually do so is a question that requires further investigation.
I can envision several avenues for research beyond what I have done in this paper. First, I
believe Model 3 could be further supplemented. It is likely I did not find all the phonological
noun endings that are strongly correlated with a particular gender. A more systematic and
exhaustive search for such endings might yield a model with even more predictive power than
my final model.
Second, while I have constructed models that show that phonological patterns among
masculine and feminine nouns do exist in the French lexicon, I have not explored the
psychological reality of these models. Do French speakers actually use noun endings to decide
on the gender of unfamiliar words? Previous studies on this topic have tended to test French
speakers’ ability to use orthographic endings, rather than phonological ones, to predict gender.
They have also tended to use test items whose endings clearly match derivational suffixes rather
than test items that look monomorphemic. It would be interesting to carry out an oral wug test on
French speakers to determine the extent to which they have learned the gender-related
phonological regularities present in the lexicon.
A final question I have left unresolved is that of the relative contributions of morphology
and phonology to the predictability of French nouns’ gender. How much of the predictive power
of my models is due to morphology and how much to phonology? The evidence suggests
phonology’s contribution is secondary to morphology’s, but it would be necessary to tease the
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two components apart to figure out exactly how much or how little phonology helps beyond
morphology. One would then want to investigate whether French speakers can make use of
genuinely phonological patterns. A way of trying to get at this might be to design a wug test with
monomorphemic-looking nonce words whose phonological endings are homophonous with
derivational suffixes. If, for example, subjects assign feminine gender to nonce nouns ending in
/ɛt/ (homophonous with the feminine suffix –ette) or masculine gender to nonce nouns ending in
/aʒ/ (homophonous with the masculine suffix –age), it may be an indication that French speakers
have learned that these phonological endings, and not just the derivational suffixes, are
correlated with a particular gender. Of course, to formulate testable hypotheses for such a wug
test, one would first need to determine through careful corpus study whether monomorphemic
words whose phonological endings match a derivational suffix’s phonological form are in fact
disproportionately of the same gender as that derivational suffix.
My original goal was to develop a model that could predict the gender of French nouns
from their phonological endings, and I have succeeded in doing so. The
phonological/morphological models I have presented in this paper can serve as the basis for
further exploration of the predictability of French gender.
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